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          EU Elections 24
          How to vote from abroad
 
          
          Learn how to participate in national and European Parliament elections while studying abroad.
          Click on the button below to access the overview and visit the country page for more practical info. 
          For more general info and the election results, check out the European Parliament’s website.
          
                   
                    Check out how you can vote from abroad
        

      

      
        
        
          Erasmus+ Grant simulator

          Check out the tool and make a simulation of your Erasmus+ Grant, based on your mobility type, duration and location. The simulation will give you an estimate based on general European wide rules based on the Erasmus+ programme guide.

                    Make a simulation of your Erasmus+ Grant      
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            Share a testimonal about your exchange that might inspire others.
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              Sara Lanzilotta: From ESN Volunteer to Building an International Career
            

                    
            
              In the spirit of the European Year of Skills, we sat down with Sara Lanzilotta, the first-ever ESC volunteer at the ESN Headquarters in Brussels, to
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              Unleash, Volunteer, Succeed: Patrick's Story
            

                    
            
              How many times have we, as volunteers, been asked what precisely the advantages of volunteering are? Do you really just do the deed for a good cause,
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              Everything I learned in Germany (and why I am eager to return)
            

                    
            
              As someone who had always loved adventures, I thought embarking on an Erasmus+ mobility semester would give me an opportunity to learn more about the
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              Erasmus Generation Portal


                The Erasmus Generation Portal is the home of the people of the Erasmus Generation. The portal is developed by the Erasmus Student Network (ESN), the biggest student-led NGO in Europe in the field of mobility, and aims to be the place where anyone wishing to study abroad can easily access all relevant information. It is made by students, for students.
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                  A website done by ESN International.
                  We've taken extra care to reach high accessibility standards. If you have any comment, please let us know.
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                    This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This website reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

                  

                                                

              
            

          

        

      


    

  





    
  


  


    
    
  



